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1. Please provide a revised version of the tab “WS DT – Attachment A” in the file “EVHP 

Workpapers Chapter 2.xlsx” that contains each rate component for EV-HP, but designed 
to only collect the Company’s marginal distribution costs (i.e., no EPMC scalar applied to 
distribution costs.) 

 
SDG&E Response 
 
As requested, the attached file (“NRDC DR-03 (Attachment A)”) revises the Attachment A 
presented in William’s Saxe’s EV-HP Direct Testimony to reflect the recovery of only marginal 
costs in the distribution and commodity rate components that are based on marginal costs (cells 
highlighted in yellow in Rows D and N of the file).  In addition to updating the distribution and 
commodity rates that have a marginal cost basis, the file also updates the illustrative proposed 
EV-HP rates to reflect SDG&E’s current 2/1/20 rates/revenues.  SDG&E’s direct testimony 
presented illustrative proposed EV-HP rates based on SDG&E’s then current 6/1/19 
rates/revenues.  SDG&E’s rebuttal testimony, that will be submitted on 2/20/20, will update the 
illustrative proposed EV-HP rates to reflect SDG&E’s current 2/1/20 rates/revenues and thus, 
SDG&E also updated the rates in this response to reflect the 2/1/20 rates/revenues.  
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2. Please provide a revised version of the tab “WS DT – Attachment A” in the file “EVHP 
Workpapers Chapter 2.xlsx” that contains each rate component for EV-HP, but designed 
to only collect the marginal costs associated with all relevant cost components (i.e., no 
EPMC scalar applied to customer, distribution, or commodity costs.) 

 
SDG&E Response 
 
The “NRDC DR-03 (Attachment A)” file provided in response to DR-03, Question 1, presents 
the distribution rates based on marginal distribution customer and demand costs and the 
commodity rates based on marginal commodity capacity and energy costs (cells highlighted in 
yellow in Rows D and N of the file). 
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